WARNING: ATTENTION AMPÈRENS!

This data sheet is to assist in the clearance of mines and unexploded ordnance.

While this data sheet is accurate to the best of our knowledge, the locations of unexploded ordnance may not be marked on this map.

All other areas are to be treated with caution. Updated information can be obtained from the

Mine Action Centre - Sarajevo, Bureaux Regionaux and Cellules des Mines - Sarajevo. Updated information is available from the CENTRE D’ACTION POUR LES MINES - SARAJEVO, BUREAUX REGIONAUX ET AUX CELLULES DES MINES - SARAJEVO.

All other areas are to be treated with caution. Updated information is available from Mine Action Centre - Sarajevo, Bureaux Regionaux et aux Cellules des Mines - SARAJEVO, BUREAUX REGIONAUX ET AUX CELLULES DES MINES - SARAJEVO.
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